WHY CHOOSE ZAWADI BRONZES ?
Zawadi has been selling bronzes for over 20 years and has developed various methods to obtain the very
highest quality finish on the items we sell. These include the following:

1. When casting bronzes, small imperfections on the surfaces can sometimes occur. While this is
part of the natural beauty of bronze sculptures, larger imperfections can become unsightly. We
ensure that these are re-bronzed over in our workshop before giving them the silver finish or
bronze patina.

2. The black enamel we use for some of the silver-plated items took much research and trial and
error to find just the right beautiful and durable enamel that can withstand all types of
conditions. After testing over 12 different types of enamel, and consulting with paint specialists,
we finally found the right one which will give our customers many years of pleasure without
fading or peeling. We first apply an undercoat and then give the bronze a final finishing coat.

3. Before our bronzes leave our premises, we give each piece two coats of a protective transparent
coating solution which we import directly from the USA, and is specially formulated for metal
sculptures. This ensures that your bronze piece will be tarnish-free for many years.

4. Being based in Africa, we have a keen eye for the wildlife pieces we offer and ensure that the
bronzes we develop are a true reflection of their beauty.

5. Our large bronzes are safely crated for shipping, ensuring that you receive them in top condition.

Zawadi does not cut corners when it comes to quality and not many suppliers of bronze
sculptures take the above-mentioned care. Although some pieces may look the same
when viewing them online, there is far more than meets the eye.
Our service is also of the highest standard, as can be seen from the reviews on our
website that we regularly receive.

